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Spark Plug

A spark plug is an device that matches into the plate of some burning engines and ignites compressed 

aerosol petrol by suggests that of an electrical spark. Spark plug have an insulated center conductor that

is connected by a heavily insulated wire to an inducton coil or generator circuit on the skin, forming, 

with a grounded terminal on the botom of the plug, a spark gap within the cylinder.

Spark plug parts

The spark plug has two primary functons:

1) To ignite the air/fuel mixture.

Electrical energy is transmited through the electrical device, jumping the gap within the plugs fring 

fnish if the voltage etuipped to the plug is high enough.This electrical spark ignites the gasoline/air 

mixture within the combuston chamber.

2) To remove heat from the combuston chamber.

Spark plugs cannot produce heat, they will solely take away heat. The temperature of {the fnishhthe 

tophthe tpp of the plug\’ss fring end should be unbroken low enough to forestall pre-igniton, however 

high enough to forestall fouling.

Spark plug types

Spark Plugs are ofen place into 2 completely diferent primary classifcatons, supported their 

operatonal temperatures and supported their constructon.

A) Based on Operatng Temperatures



  

Once the combuston process is completed in the combuston cycle, the heat generated needs to 

dissipate. The heat escapes through the exhaust gases, the cylinder wall of the engine and the spark 

plug surface.

Based on the operatng temperature and level of heat dissipaton, spark plugs can be classifed into two 

types:

1) Hot Spark Plug:

A hot electrical device operates in an exceedingly higher temperature vary. It has a lesser ceramic space 

that is employed to insulate the warmth.

A hot electrical device dissipates lesser combuston heat and permits the tp and conductor to remain 

hoter. This ensures that any deposit accumulaton is burned of and isn’st allowed to stay for long.

2) Cold Spark Plug:

For superior engines that run hot by default, using a hot spark plug will cause pre-igniton. In extreme 

cases, it can also lead to the tp meltng of.

In such cases, a cold spark plug is used. Here the ceramic insulaton space is higher and this it’sll dissipate 

additonal heat.

But on the fip-side, it is prone to greater deposit accumulaton. Be sure to follow your handbook and 

use the proper form of plug suggested for your engine for optmum performance.

B) Based on Material Used

Spark Plugs ar additonal classifed supported the fabric used on the ends of the electrodes.                 

They are of 4 types:

1) Copper- Nickel Type:

These are the foremost basic varietes of spark plugs. Here the center electrode is made of a copper-

nickel alloy as copper on its own is very weak and will melt of due to engine heat.

Nickel is adventtous to strengthen the plug however even then these ar the weakest varietes on the 

market within the market. They are also retuired to be made with a larger diameter and hence retuire 

more voltage for operaton.

2) Single Platnum Type:

These plugs have a tny low Pt disc on the tp of the middle conductor.

This Pt tp is exponentally stronger than a copper-nickel coatng creatng this sort of plug last long 

additonally. They are also less prone to debris build up.



  

3) Double Platnum Type:

These plugs have Pt recommendatons on each the middle conductor and therefore the facet conductor.

They spark up twice in the combuston cycle, once before the combuston and once during the exhaust 

stroke.

The second spark is wasted so this electrical device will solely be used if your vehicle is provided with a 

waste spark igniton kind distributor.

4) Iridium Type:

These are the simplest spark plugs on the market within the market. Here the tp of the middle 

conductor is formed of atomic number 77 that is that the strongest out of nickel, copper, and Pt.

Hence, they are the least prone to deposits and damage. They also have a small sized electrode which 

retuires less voltage for operaton as well. Iridium plugs are much more expensive than the other types 

but then again you pay for what you get.


